
PHS Discovery Interview Questions

Person: Christian McBurney 
Anne Northup Burns interviewed on Dec 11, 2019

A.
1. Christian is an author and speaker on RI history. He grew up in Kingston RI and has a home 
there but primarily lives in DC. He has spoken for PHS many times. Runs Small State/Big 
History Blog

2. location of Battle of RI and the fact that it has maintained it’s rural character

3. Doesn't know enough about this to answer

5. as an author appeals to anyone interested in RI history

6. working on more books about RI history, topics confidential

B.
7. Platform for speaking about his books (and to sell his books) all about RI

8. emphatically yes, enriches our lives

9. doesn't know a lot but feels board is active and well informed, particularly compared to other 
historical societies he encounters. nice historic building

10. giving lectures

11. yes, but as a speaker not just to tour

12. he is always pleased with the attendance at his lectures and how the lectures are run. 
higher attendance than most other towns

13. doesn't know much, but feels it is good and has higher presence than neighbors with the 
exception of Newport, which has a paid staff

14/15 no, but asked for membership form to join

C
16. sponsoring and organizing lectures

17. feels it is important for historical societies to offer more events and activities rather than just 
being a museum show piece. he feels we do offer more than just opening the museum for 
visitors

18. Battle of RI markers should be improved

19. He wasn’t sure, but feels strongly that since the Battle of RI was started at the location of the 
museum, we should be doing more to connect to that event



20. didn't really have much to say about this one but mentioned Block Island as being very 
good, and South County Historical Society, which just had a dinner that 150 attended

D. 

21. distribute information about his books

22. we already do this with him. would like to have a link to his website on our website and in 
newsletter. said other historical societies have refused to do this, but he doesn't know why. (I am 
guessing they have policy like “can’t do for one without doing for all”)

23. he said he can’t, he lives in DC most of the time (he does go to southern RI house 1 or 2 
weekends a month)

24. recommends hiring or finding a program director as critical position. suggested using 
speakers from his RI History Blog. mentioned Russell DeSimone as speaker on RI Suffragists

My personal comments: I wasn’t necessarily surprised that he wasn’t a member, but it was 
somewhat surprising how little he knew about what we did overall. It was clear that he either did 
not receive, or did not read, our newsletters or visit our website, especially for someone who we 
retain for lectures pretty much every year, at least since I have been involved. He did agree that 
it would be valuable to become a member, so I will follow up on that!


